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1. Religious buildings

Pyramid at Chichen Itza 

2. Playing games

Ball-players 

Maya civilisation 



3. Writing

Glyphs carved on a monument 

4. Stories

Creation story of Popol Vuh 



5. Gods

Two kings dressed as the Hero Twins who became the sun and moon 

6. Sacrifice to the gods

A queen pulls a rope with stingray barbs on it through her tongue, in order to gather blood for 
sacrificing to the gods. 



7. Crime and punishment

The ruler would decide whether someone was guilty, and punishments included losing all your 
possessions, having your hair cut short or being executed. 

8. Rulers

There were several rulers, this is Bird Jaguar VI on the right and his queen on the left. 



1. Religious building

Church, Bradwell-on-Sea 

1. Playing games

Bone dice 

 Anglo-Saxon civilisation 



2. Writing

Runes and images, Franks Casket 

3. Stories

Beowulf 



4. Gods

Spear-dancers with helmets with birds on, representing the god Woden, from the Sutton Hoo helmet. 
Eventually people adopted Christianity. 

5. Sacrifice to the gods

Extract from Bede about the ritual of sacrificing animals in November 

6. Crime and punishment

A criminal being hanged after trial in front of a king. Other punishments included paying fines. 

Blodmonath is "month of immolations", for then the cattle which 
were to be slaughtered were consecrated to the gods. Good Jesu,  
thanks be to thee, who hast turned us away from these vanities  

and given us to offer to thee the sacrifice of praise. 



7. Rulers

This is King Edward the Confessor. There were lots of kings until King Alfred united the country. 

Harold is crowned King of England on 6th January 1066 



Choose two items that are similar to each other
Cut and paste/draw it here Cut and paste/draw it here 

What is similar about these items? In what way was the Maya and Anglo-Saxon culture similar? Write your 
argument here. 

These items are similar because... 

They show that both the Maya and the Anglo-Saxons... 

Presentation template 



 Choose two items that are different to each other

Cut and paste/draw it here Cut and paste/draw it here 

What is different about these items? In what way was the Maya and Anglo-Saxon culture different? Write 
your argument here. 

These items are different because... 

They show that the Maya and the Anglo-Saxons did things differently... 
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